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TECHNICAL NOTE %m
AN ANALYSIS OF ACCEIE’RATSON,AIRSPEED, AND GUS’T-VEIQCS!IY
DATA FROM ONE TYPE OF FOUR-F3KZNE TRANSPORT
AIRPIANE OPERATED OVER TWO MMESTIC ROUTES
By Martin R. Copp and Thomas L. Colemn
Time-history
engine c-rcial
smY
data obtained by the NACA VGH recorder from two four-
transport airplanes of the same @pe operating on two
—
domestic routes are analyzed to determine the magnitude and frequency of
occurrence of gusts and of gust and maneuver accelerations and the
associated airspeeds. The number of gust accelerations experienced per
mile of flight by the two operations differed by a factor of roughly 3.
The number of gusts ~r mile of flight cliffered hy a factor of roughly k.
A general decrease in the frequency of occurrence of gusts of a given
velocity with increasing altitude was noted for both ~rations. For
acceleration values above 0.8g, mneuver accelerations formed a substan-
tial part of the total-flight 10SLIhistories. A comparison of the
average overall airspeeds and the corresponding average airspeeds in
rough air (with accelerations equal to or greater than 0.3g) indicated
very little slowdown by either operation upon encountering turbulence.
INTRODUCTION
As part of a continuing study of the gust and load histories for
transport airplanes (see, for example, refs. 1 and 2), samples of VGH
records have been obtained from two four-engine ccmnercial transport
airplanes. The type of airplane from which the data were obtained has
been in wide use by both foreign and domestic operators since about 1948.
The data sempl.esrepresent 839 and 1,080 flight hours of operation on
two transcontinentalroutes and cover operations up to an altitude of
5,000 feet.
The VGH data have been analyzed to detemd.ne the magnitude and
frequency of occurrence of gusts ad of gust and maneuver accelerations
and the associated airspeeds and altitudes for each of the operations.
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The variations in the magnitude and frequency of occurrence of the
accelerations and gusts with route, flight condition, and altitude are
presented. In addition, previously publlshed V-G data (ref. 3) from
one operation are used to supplement one set of the present WH data to
obtain an estimate of the overall gust and acceleration history.
INSTRUMENTATIONANDA31U?IANE
The data were collected with NACA VW recorders which are described
in detail in reference ~. This recorder yields a time-history record of
indicated airspeed, altitude, and normal acceleration from which the
detailed load and gust history of the airplane, together with pertinent
operating conditions such as airspeeds and altitudes, can be obtained.
The data were obtained on two transport airplanes of the same type
although there were slight differences between the gross weight and
several other characteristicsof these particular airplanes due to vari-
ations in the fuel-tank arrangements and the types of propellers. The
characteristicsof the two airplanes (designatedA and B) that are perti-
nent to the evaluation of the data are described in the following table:
Design gross weight, W, lb
Airplane A. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
AirplaneB. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Wing area, S,sqft. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Aspect ratio, A. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
span; b,ft. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
lkan aerodynamic chord, E,ft. . . . . . . . l . . . . . . .
Slope of lift curve per radian (computed), m . . . . . . . .
Design speed for mximumgust intensity (indicated), VB, mph
Ai.rplaneA. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
AirplsmeB. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Design cruising speed (indicated), Vc, mph . . . . . . . . .
limit-gust-load-factorincrement (computed)
Airplane A.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
AirplaneB. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Gust alleviation factor, K, for gross weight (ref. 5)
Air@aneA. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
kb@xneB. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . .
89,goo
93,2W
1J+63
9.4
117.5
13.7
k.gp
183
187
300
1.54
1.47
1.218
1.212
t,
v
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The values listed in the table were obtaind from the airplane
operators unless otherwise indicated. The slope of the lift curve was
calculated (as recommended in ref. 6) from the relation %, where
A is the aspect ratio. The limit-gust-load-factor increments were com-
puted according to current Civil Air Regulations (ref. 5). The values
are based on the design gross weights and an effective gust velocity Ue
(ref. 6) of 30K fps at the design cruising speed VC of 300 mph. The
computed gust-load factors are not necessarily the desi~ values, since
the lift-curve slope used by the manufacturer is slightly different from
the value used herein.
SCOPE OF DATA
The routes on which airplanes A and B were flown are shown in
figure 1 and are designated as operation A and operation B to correspond
to the airplsme desi~ations. The sampks of VGH data probably repre-
sent operations over all sections of the rout-esshown althou@ the amount
of flight time over each section of the routes is not known.
The operating conditions coveredby the data and the sample size
from each operation are s~rized in the following table:
Operation Operation
1
Average length of flight, hr . . . . . . . 1.5 2.15
Average cruising altitude, ft . . . . . . 14,100 llk,~o
Average indicated airspeed, mph . . . . 227.9 216.5
Total record hours evaluated . . ~ . . . . 838.7 1,080.3
Dates of record collection . . . . . . . . 1%0 to 1953 Imlto 1954
EVALUATION OF RECORDS
The VGH records from each operation were evaluated in accordance
with the methods used in references 1 and 2 to obtain frequency distri-
butions of gust and maneuver accelerations and the associated airspeais.
For these evaluations, each flight on the VGH records was divided into
three flight conditions: climb, en route, and descent. The climb con-
dition covered the time from take-off until the airplane began to main-
tain level flight, as indicated by the altitude trace. The descent was
considered to begin when the airplane began to lose altitude consistently
and to end when the airplane touched down. The portion of the flight
between the cliniband descent was considered to be the en-route condition
and ordinarily it contained some changes in altitude.
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Since accelerations caused by both.gusts and maneuvers were present
on the records, it was necessary to distinguish between the two types
of accelerations. The criterion used was that maneuver accelerations
generally have a longer period (usually weater than 4 Seconds) than
gust accelerations, and that high-frequency low-intensity fluctuations
of the airspeed trace occur simultaneouslywith the gust accelerations
but are not apparent during mneuvers. (See illustrations of VGH records
inref. 2.)
The maneuver and gust accelerations were read from the VGH time-
history records by using the steady-flJghtposition of the acceleration
trace as a reference. The evaluation of the gust accelerations was
limited to values equal to or greater than *0.3g since reading to a lower
level would have great3y Increased the evalu&ion time without yielding
a corresponding increase in the value of the data. Only the peak or
maximum value was read for each deflection of the acceleration trace
greater than the given threshold value. The indicated airspeed and
pressure altitude corresponding to each gust acceleration were also
read and tabulated.
In evaluating the maneuvers, a resolingthreshold of ~0.lg was used.
As in reference 2, the maneuver accelerations were divided into two
groups, that is, check-fllghtmaneuvers obtained from airplane or pilot
check flights and operational maneuvers obtained from routine operational
flights.
Distributions of’airspeed and altitude were obtained from the
records by reading and tabulating the indicated airspeed and pressure
altitude for each l-minute interval of flight.
The following ’tableindicates the number of flight hours of
record from which the various distributions of airspeed, altitude, and
accelerationswere read:
IOperation A I Operation B I
Total record hours available . . . . . . . . 838.~
Hours evaluated for gust accelerations,
airspeeds, and altitudes . . . . . . . . . 833.5
Wurs evaluated for check-flight
maneuvers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 838.7
,Hoursactually spent in check flights . . . 3.2
Hours evaluated for operational
maneuvers . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . 833.5
1,080.3
1,061.8
1,080.3
18.5
1,036.1
l
P
.
7.
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Gust accelerations and the corresponding altitudes and airspeeds
were used to calculate gust velocities by means of the derived gust-
velocity equation (see ref. 7):
where
U* derived gust velocity, fps
w airplane weight, lb
S.n normal acceleration, g units (corresponds to & used in
ref. 7)
‘g gust factor
Po air density at sea level, slugs/cu f-b
Ve equivalent airspeed, fps
m slope of lift curve per radian
s wing area, sq ft
The gust factor Kg is a function of the ~ss ratio of the airplane
and, consequently, it varies with altitude. The values of Kg were
computed at the midpoint of each 5,000-foot altitude range and varied
from 0.710 at 2,500 feet to 0.790 at 22,500 feet. An average weight of
0.5 design gross weight was assumed in determining the values of Kg
and in calculating the gust velocities.
REsuLm
The frequency distributions of accelerations and gust velocities
evaluated from the VGH records are given in tables I to V and are grouped
in class intervals of O.lg for acceleration andk fps for gust velocity.
The number of flight hours amd the flight miles representedby each
distribution are also given in the tables.
The gust-acceleration distributions for each operation (table 1)
are plotted in figure 2 in terms of the average number of accelerations
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greater than a given value per mile of flight. For this purpose, the
positive and negative acceleration distributions for each operation
were combined into a single distribution without regard to sign since
they were essentially symmetrical. The cumulative frequency per mile,
given as the ordinate in figure 2, was obtained.by progressively summing
(startingwith the frequency of the largest acceleration) the combined
frequency distributions to obtain the cumulative frequency ~f. The
cumulative frequencies were then divided by the number of flight miles ?
represented by the data to obtain the average number of accelerations
E/greater than given values which were experienced per mile of flight, t.
The gust-accelerationdata by fllght condition (that is, cllmb,
en route, and descent) from table 11 are shown in figure 3 for each
operation. As in figure 2, the ordinate scale is in terms of the num-
ber of accelerations greater than a given value per mile of flight.
The frequency of occurrence of operational- and check-flight-maneuver
accelerations (table 111) is plotted in figure &for both operations. In
order to compare the magnitude and frequency of occurrence of gust and
z
maneuver accelerations, the gust-accelerationdata of figure 2 and the
combined maneuver distributions of figure 4 are plotted in figure 5. The .
combined maneuver distribution for each operation was obtained by summing
the ordinate values of the positive and negative check-flight-and
operational-maneuverdistributions presented in figure k.
The frequency of occurrence of gusts of a given velocity is plotted
in figure 6 for each operation. The data for the figuxe were taken from
table IV. W figure 7, the frequency of occurrence of gusts of a given
velocity for various altitude ranges is plotted for each operation. The
data plotted in the figure were obtained from table V which gives the
gust-velocity distributions by 5,000-foot altitude ranges. Because of
the small sample size available for the highest altitudes, the gust-
velocity distributions for the 20,00%foot to 25,000-foot altitude range
were not plotted in figure 7. The apparent dropoff in gust frequency at
low values of gust velocity in figures 6 and 7 is due to incomplete fre-
quency counts near the threshold values.
For the purpose of examining the airspeed practices of each opera-
tion, the portion of total flight time spent at given indicated airspeeds
in each flight condition is plotted in figure 8. The distributions were
obtained from the l-minute airspeed tabulations of the VGH data. In order
to compare those data with the airspeeds used in rough air, the airspeeds
at which the gust accelerations greater than *0.3g were encountered are
also shown for each flight condition by the dashed lines. In addition,
the design speed for maximum gust intensity v~ agd the design cruising
speed VC are shown in figure 8. ,.
b
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- PRECISION AND RIZKQBILITY OF RESULTS
.
The three possible sources of error in the present data are instru-
ment errors, installation errors, and reading errors. Reference 4 gives
a discussion of the inherent errors in the NACA VGH recorder and the
installation errors. The installationsmet the basic requirements given
in reference 4, and the installation errors for the NACA VGH instruments
used in the present investigationwere, accordingly, believed to be negli-
gible. A discussion of the reading errors which apply to the present
data is given in reference 8. The estimted total error for each of the
quantities measured is:
Acceleration, gunits . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . to.@
Indicated airspeed, mph
AtlCQmph. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . +5.0
At250mph. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . *2.5
.
Pressure altitude, ft
At2,~ft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . i150
.
At20,000ft. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 500
ti addition to the precision of the instrument and the accuracy of
the record reading, the statistical reliability of the data sample (that
is, how representative it is of extendd periods “ofoperations) is also
important. %ne rough estimates of the statistical reliability of the
present ssmples were obtained by observing”the variations between the
distributions from individual records and from corribinationsof records
forming the total sample. Bas* on these comparisons, the total distri-
butions of gust accelerations and gusts (figs. 2 and 6) are estimated
to be reliabk within a factor of about 2 on the ordinate scale at the
smaller acceleration and gust-velocity values and within a factor of 3
at the higher values. The distributions of the data by altitude and
flight condition are somswhat less reliable, however, since they repre-
sent smaller data samples.
The operational-maneuveracceleration distributions given in fig-
ure 4 are estimated to be rellable within a factor of about 3 for the
range of data shown. The reliability of the check-fl&@t-msneuver data
(fig. k) my be somewhat less, however, because of the small number of
hours spent in check flights (table III(b)). The amounts of time spent
in check flights were 0.62 percent and 1.71 percent of the total flight
hours for operations A and B, res~ctivel.y. Jhformation received from
airline operators indicated that, for extended operations, about 1 per-
cent of the total flight time is spent in airplane and pilot check
.
flights. The percentage of total time spent in check flights appears,
therefore, to be representative of current operations.
.
8Gust Accelerations
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Inspection of figure 2 shows that, except for the lowest acceler-
ation value, roughly three times the number of gust accelerations per
mile of flight were experienced in operaticm B as were experienced in
operation A. This difference corresponds to the accelerations for oper-
at5.onB being about 20 percent higher than those for operation A when
the comparison is made for a given frequency of occurrence. The vari-
ations in the number and magnitude of the accelerations e~rienced in
the two operations are due mainly to differences in the number of gusts
encountered and the airspeeds at which the gusts were encountered.
The brealahwn of the VGH gust-accelerationdistributions fnto three
flight conditions (fig. 3) indicates that, in general, for both opera-
tions, the greatest n@er of accelerations per mile of flight were
encountered during the descent condition and the least number during J
the en-route or cruise condition. The fewer accelerations experienced
during the cruise condition are due to the decrease in gust frequency
with increasing altitude, as is discussed subsequently. Although both 0-–
the climb and descent conditions are associated with the more turbulent
air at low altitudes, the higher airspeeds utilized during descent
resulted in higher accelerations for this condition than for the climb.
An examination of table II indicates that more than 50 percent of the
total nuniberof accelerations above 0.3g occurred during the descent
for operation A and more than 40 percent during the descent for opera-
tion B. A reduction in airspeed during the descent, therefore, would
result in a substantial reduction in the number of accelerations above
0.3g for the total operation.
~neuver Accelerations
Figure 4 shows that the positive and negative operational-maneuver
acceleration distributions are approximately symmetrical for both oper-
ations. The maximum operational-maneuveraccelerations experienced were
0.5g and ().6gfor operations A and B, respectively. The distributions
indicate maximum differences of 3:1 in the frequency of occurrence of
operational-maneuveraccelerations for the two operations. The magni-
tude and frequency of occurrence of operational-maneuveraccelerations
are in general agreement with previous data obtained from several types
of commercial transport airplanes amd reported in references 1 and 2.
Inspection of figure 4 shows that the ma~itude and frequency of
occurrence (based on total fltght miles) of check-flixt-maneuver accel- -
erations were somewhat greater for operation B than for opration A.
.
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This difference may result from the greater percentage of total flight
time spent in check flights by opera%ion B, as was previously noted.
The positive and negative acceleration distributions for operation A
sre essentially symmetrical, whereas for operation B the positive accel-
erations were larger, with the maximum acceleration being approximately
1.4g. This value is higher ttwm the maximum acceleration obtained on
several types of transport airplanes previously reported in references 1
and 2.
Comparison of the accelerations (fig. 5) causedby gusts andby
maneuvers (operationaland check flight) indicates that accelerations
below about 0.8g resulted several times more frequetitlyfrom gusts than
from maneuvers. IU contrast, accelerations above 0.8g appear to have
resulted at least as frequently frcm maneuvers as from gusts. For oper-
ation A, the msxtium gust and maneuver accelerations recorded in the
present data ssmples were approximately equal, whereas for operation B,
the maxinnunmaneuver acceleration was about 40 percent higher than the
maximum gust acceleration. As previously noted, these large maneuver
accelerations for airplane B occurred during check f~ghts. The data
in figure 5 indicate therefore that, for the larger values of accelera-
tion, maneuver accelerations may be a substantial part of the total-
flight load histories.
Gust Velocities
Figure 6 indicates overall differences of about 4:1 in the frequency
of occurrence of gusts for the two operations, with the higher number
occurring for operatton B. For a given frequency of occurrence, this
results in the magnitudes of the larger gust velocities for operation B
being approximately 30 percent higher than those for operation A. A
consideration of the topography covered by the two routes suggests that
a larger percentage of the fHght miles was over higher and rougher
terrain for operation B than for operation A. Under these conditions,
a higher gust experience would be normally expected for operation B,
assuming all other phases of the two operations were equal.
Previous results of gust experiences obtained on the two routes in
1937 to l~lwith twin-engine a&pl.anes (operations E-Iagd E-Vin ref. 9]
indicate a higher gust experience for the route covered by operation A.
Although the reason for the apparent discrepancy between the present
results and those of reference 9 is not lamwn, it may be associated with
-es in airline equipment and operating practices.
The variaticm in the frequency of occurrence of gusts of a given
veloci~ with pressure altitude is indicated in figure 7. The results
show that, for both operations, the nuniberof gusts encountered per mile
of f~ght decreases with increasing altitude. For operation A, the
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frequency of occurrence of gust velocities of a given value for the .0- to
a,000-foot altitude range is roughly 100 times that for the 15,000- to
20,000-foot range. In the case of operation B, the corresponding differ- a
ence between the gust frequencies is about 15:1. The sma~er reduction
in gust frequency with increasing altitude indicated for operation B
might result from the apparent lower altitude above terrain for this
operation; this factor was not considered in grouping the data in the
altitude ranges.
..
h figure 8, the overall
both operations show that the
Airspeeds
distributions of indicated airspeed for
highest speeds occurred durina the descent
and tfit the climb speeds generally were the lowest. The d~sign cruising
speed VC of 3~ mph was equaled in operation B and exceeded several
times in operation A in the descent condition.
Figure 8 also shows that a large part of the airs~eds in rough air
for the climb condition was approximately equal to or less than the design
speed for maximum gust intensity VB. A reduction in airspeed uPon
entering rough air was not required, therefore, in many cases.during &e
climb for both operations. For the en-route and descent conditions, fig-
ure 8 indicates very little reduction in airspeed upon encountering rough
air. The rough-air distributions of figure 8 were based on the aircraft
experiencing accelerations equal to or greater than 0.3g. For higher
values of acceleration, a substantial airspeed reduction might be e~cted.
However, am additicmal breakdown of the VGH data indicated that, for val-
ues of gust acceleration equal to or greater than 0.5g, no appreciable
slowdown was evident for the three flight conditions of both operations.
As indicated in reference 1, this might be due to either the pilot’s not
anticipating tie turbulence in time to reduce the airspeed or to a prac-
tice of not reducing the airspeed unless turbulence more severe than
represented in the present data is encountered.
In order to examine the effect of airspeeds on the gust-acceleration
experiences for the two operations, the average indicated airspeeds in
rough air (an ~ 0.3g) for the three flight conditions have been obtained
from figure 8 and are presented in the following table:
Indicated airspeed, mph, for -
Operation
Clbib En route Descent Total flight
A 1$J7.O 232.2 239.0 234.9
B 192.3 218.I 221.2 216.8
J
.
.
.
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From the table it cm be seen that the average rough-air speed for
all flight conditions in operation B is approximately 8 percent lower
than in operation A. It would appear that the lower, average rough-air
speed would result in the accelerations for operation B being lower than
those for operation A. This is offset, however, by the 30 percent higher
gust velocities (fig. 6) which result in the accelerations for opera-
tion B being abaut 20 percent higher then for operation A when the cmu-
psrison is made for a given frequency of occurrence.
Overall Iosd and Gust Histories
Ssmples of VGH data sre Wnited in size and therefore do not contain
msny of the larger loads and gust velocities which occur rather infre-
quently. Estimates of these large snd infrequent loads and gust velocities
sre usually based on ssmples of V-G data covering long periods of opera-
tion. By canbining the V-G and VGH data, it appesrs possible to obtain
an estimate of the overall load and gust history for a given type of
operation. Examples of such estimates sre given In references land 8
for previous operations. This procedure has also been followed for oper-
ations of the present type of airplane by cmbining the VGH data for the
present operation B with 14,953 hours of V-G data obttined for transports
of the sane type and operated-by the same airline (operation”A of ref. 3).
The combined acceleration and gust data sre shown in figures 9 sad 10,
respectively.
In figure 9, the overall gust and maneuver-load history was estimated
by a curve which was faired through the VGH gust and maneuver data and
then extended to match the V-G data at the higher acceleration values.
As can be seen from the figure, the V-G data grossly underestimate the
frequency of occurrence of the lower accel=ation values because of the
nature of the record and the evaluation procedure (two readings per record).
On the basis of the faired curve, figure 9 indicates that the acceleration
corresponding to a gust-load-factor incranent of approxbatel.y 1.5 is
exceeded on the average 1.6 x 10-6 times per mile of flight, or once in .
every 0.63 x 106 f~ght miles.
The VGH gust accelerations alone sre also shown in figure 9 for
ccmrparisonwith the overall losd histozy. The contribution of maneuvers
to the total load history as discussed previously in connection with
figure 5 is evident frcm a canpsrison of the two sets of VGH data. A
conflict between the VGH gust-acceleration data ad the V-G data is also
indicatedby the trend of the VGH gust accelerations from about 0.8g
to log. This conflict suggests sn appehnt biasing of the V-G databy
maneuver accelerations in spite of efforts to eliminate obvious maneuver
accelerations fran the V-G data. These difficulties indicate the need
for further study of the data.
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The faired curve of figure 10 indicates that, in the high rsmge of
K
gust velocities, a 50-fps gust is exceeded on the average 3.6 x 10-6 times
per mile of f~ght, or once in 0.28 x 106 flight miles. In the lower
l “
gust-velocity range, a 30-fps gust is exceeded on the aversge 1.6 X 10-4
times per mile of flight, or once in 0.63 x d flight miles. As pre-
viously noted, maneuvers might have biased the V-G gust-accelerationdata
and, therefore, the gust velocities given in.figure 10, which were derived
—
from the same dataj might also be biaaed.
CONCLUSIONS
An analysis of VGH data obtained from two four-engine commercial
transport airplanes of the same type during operations on two domestic
routes has indicated the following results:
1. The number of gust accelerations experienced per mile of flight
by the two operations differed by.a factor of roughly 3. The number of
gusts per mile of flight differed by a factor of roughly 4.
.-
.
2. About 100 times as many gusts were encotitered per mile of
flight below 5,000 feet as were encountered between 15,000 to 20,000 feet
for one operation and about 15 times as -“ at similar altitudes for
the other operation.
3. Accelerations below 0.8g occurred several times more frequently
from gusts tham from maneuvers. Accelerations above 0.8g appeared to
have resulted at least as frequently from maneuvers as from gusts.
4. A cmgposite distribution of VGH smd V-G data obtained from one
operation indicated that a gust-load-factor increment of 1.50 was exceeded
on the average 1.6 x 10-6 times per mile of flight, or once in every
0.63 x 1.06flight miles. ~ the high range of gust velocities, a 50-fps
gust was exceeded on the average 3.6 x 10-6 times per mile of flight, or
once in 0.28 x 106 flight miles. In the lower gust-velocity range, a
30-fps gust was exceeded on the average 1.6x 10a times per mile of
flight, or once in 0.63 x 1.04fli~t miles.
5. The overall distributions of indicated airsped for both oper-
ations showed that the highest speeds occurred during the descent and
that the climb speeds generally were the lowest.
.
.
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6. No appreciable slowdown in rough air was evident for the three
flight conditions of both operations.
.
Langley Aeronautical Laboratory,
National Advisory Ccmittee for Aeronautics,
Langley Field, Va., Jwe 1, 1955.
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TABLE IN- FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS OF POSITIVE
AND NTGATIWZ GUST ACCELERATIONS
Acceleration, an, FYequency, f, for -
g units
Operation A Operatim B
1.0 to 1.1 -.---
.gto 1.0 1 ;
.8to .9 0 3
.7%0 .8 6
.6*o .7 ;
.5 to .6 21 1;;
.4 to 86 243
.3 to :; 511 586
-.3 to -.4 61 854
-.4 to -.5 107 203
-.5 to -.6 24
-.6 to -.7
79
6 l$?
-.7to -.8 3 5
-.8 to -.9 1 1
-.gto -1.0 ----- 1
Total (positive
and negative) 1,421 2,205
Ssmple size, hr 833.5 1,061.8
Flight miles, Z 2.3x 1$ 2.8x K?
TABLE KC. - FREQUENCY DISTRIEWITONS OF GUST ACCELERATIONS BY FIZGHT CONDITION
Acceleration
(positive and
negative), ~,
g units
0.3 to 0.4
.4 to .5
.5 %0 .6
.6to .7
.7ta .8
.8to .9
.9 to 1.0
1.0 to 1.1
qial
ample size, br
light miles, 1
Clinib
)peration
A
147
15
7
1
---
---
---
---
170
102.4
?.3 x 104
)peration
B
196
47
23
10
2
0
1
---
279
148.4
C#i.lx 1
Frequency, f, for -
ErIroute
@ration
A
353
68
16
5
3
1
1
---
447
773.6
.6.0 X d
&ration
B
554
201
107
37
?
1
---
907
714.9
!0.0 x d
.
.
Descent I
)peration
A
662
no
22
9
1
---
---
---
804
157.5
}.2X 104
1
)peration
B
690
198
104
18
6
0
2
1
1,019 I
-1198.5-.9 x 104
-c
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TABLE III.- FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS OF
MUVER ACCELERATIONS
(a) Operatirmal maneuvers
Acceleration, ~,
g units
0.6 to 0.7
.B to .6
.4 to .5
.3 to .4
.2 to
.3
.1 to .2
-.1 to -.2
-.2 to -.
-.3 to -.i
-.4 to -.5
-.5 to -.6
Total
Sample size, hr
F1.imt MikS, t
—
Frequency, f, for -
Operation A
-----
:
47
465
2,817
3,164
297
25
3
1
6,825
833.5
2.3x M$
Operation I!
1
2
18
89
636
3,962
5,022
733
98
l-l
5
10,577
1,036.1
2.7x 105
18 NACA TN 347’5
TAHLE III.- FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS OF
MANEUVER ACCELERATIONS - Concluded
(b) Check-flight maneuvers
Acceleration, an, Frequency, f, for -
g units Operation A Operation B
1.4 to 1.5 --- 1
1.3 to 1.4 --- 0
1.2 to 1.3 --- 1
l.lto 1.2 --- 1
1.0 to 1.1 --- 1
.9 to 1.0 ---
.8to .9 2 ;
.7to .8 1
.6 to .7 ;
;~;~ .6 i 6
13 37
.3to :? 22 54
.2 to
.3 180 323
.lto .2 161 %’j
-.lto -.2 200 757
-.2 to -. 282
-.3 to -.: 10
-.4 to -.5
33
4 25
-.5 to -.6 2
-.6 to -.7
7
2 3
-.7 to -.8 --- 1
-.8to -.9 --- 2
Total (positive 720 2,40~ati negative)
Ssmpl.esize, hr 838.7 1,080.3
Time in check
flights, hr 5.2 18.5
Flight miles, 1 2.3 x d 2.8x K?
.
.
NACA TN 3475
TABm Iv.- FREQUENCY DIS!EUBUTIONS
OF GUST VEllXXTIES
Gust velocity,
U*, fps
8tau
u? to 16
16 to 20
20 to 24
24 to 28
28 tO 32
32 to 36
36 to 40
40 to 44
44 to 48
I
l!cequency,
Operation A
389
679
280
::
i
-----
-----
-----
f, for -
Operation B
107
1,058
590
293
97
%
16
7
1
2
1,421 2,205
833.5 I 1,061.82.3 X ld 2.8x @
TKWE V.- EREQUENCY DISTRIWTION2 OF GUST VELOCITY BY AI,TITUIE
Gost
velocity,
U*> m
8to E
M to 16
16ta20
20 to 24
2b to 28
28 to 32
32 to 36
36 to 40
40 to 44
44t048
rot-al
bnple size, hr
might mu.es , 1
Frequency, f, for -
0 to
5,c00 ft
24o 38
566 362
205 235
29 w
13 26
5 11
2 9
--- 2
--- 0
--- 1
I
‘%d@
1.20.41 12%2
2.-/x 1$ 2.4 x l.!+
5,ceo to
I
10,m to
I
15,CO0 to
I
20,0(XI to
10,030 ft 15,000 ft 20,000 ft 25,000 ft
lo4
155
42
7
2
1
1
---
33 g
261
192 20
n6 6
53 1
1
1 1
2 ---
1 ---
“.- ---
I I
=4==4==
Q-L-k-Lpersthl operation0p3ration Operstim
J
Yo
175
67
22
5
10
1
2
0
1
Operation
B
6 i--l---
4; 242 27 18
5 91 8 5
1 29 3 1
-.
.- —-
--
I
2 I -.
--
.- 1-
1
I
--
.. -“
-- --- --
I
I
--
--
--
--
..-
--
313159(390138/24
I I 1 1
2k2.6 294 468.g 29.9 25.6
.4 x K+ 8.4 X d+ q.o x 104 8.9 x d 7.8 X 1$
* r
k --------~ 1-------- ----- -’-- .-> _____ —---- .- —--- _— ___ .
/
_ Operation A
-- ---- Operation B
Figure 1.- Routes covered by operatiom A and B.
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Figure 2.- Comparison of frequency of exceeding given values of gust
acceleration per mile of flight for two operations.
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F@ure 3.- Comparison of frequency of exceedhg given values of gust acceleration per mile of flight
during climb, en route, and descent for two operation.
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Figure 4.- Ccxnparisonof frequency of exceeding given values of
operational- and check-flight-maneuveraccelerationsper mile
of flight for two operations.
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Figure 5.- Comparison of frequency of exceeding given values of gust end cmabined maneuver accel-
erations per mile of flight for two operattom.
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Ccmpsrison of frequency of exceeding giv~ values of gust
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Figure 7.- Compexi90n of frequency of exceeding given values of gust velocity per mile
with pressure altitude for two operations.
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Figure 8.- Comparison of distributions of overall airspeed with distributions of slrspeed
air by flight condition for twu operatiom.
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Figure 9.-Cmnposite curve of frequency of exce~ing given values of
acceleration per mile of flight.
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Figure 10.- Composite c~e of frequency of exceeding given values of
gust velocity per mile of flight.
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